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Abstract: This paper presents an extended Model Predictive Control scheme called Multi-objective
Model Predictive Control (MOMPC) for real-time operation of a multi-reservoir system. The MOMPC
approach incorporates the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II), multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) and the receding horizon principle to solve a multi-objective reservoir
operation problem in real time. In this study, a water system is simulated using the De Saint Venant
equations and the structure flow equations. For solving multi-objective optimization, NSGA-II is
used to find the Pareto-optimal solutions for the conflicting objectives and a control decision is made
based on multiple criteria. Application is made to an existing reservoir system in the Sittaung river
basin in Myanmar, where the optimal operation is required to compromise the three operational
objectives. The control objectives are to minimize the storage deviations in the reservoirs, to minimize
flood risks at a downstream vulnerable place and to maximize hydropower generation. After finding
a set of candidate solutions, a couple of decision rules are used to access the overall performance of
the system. In addition, the effect of the different decision-making methods is discussed. The results
show that the MOMPC approach is applicable to support the decision-makers in real-time operation
of a multi-reservoir system.
Keywords: real-time control; multi-objective Model Predictive Control; genetic algorithm;
multi-criteria decision making; multi-reservoir system

1. Introduction
Reservoirs are important water retaining structures for management and sustainable development
of the world’s water resources. At present, though the social and environmental impacts of dams
is being debated, more than 50,000 large dams have been constructed worldwide for irrigation,
hydropower generation, flood control, navigation and recreation [1]. According to the report of
the world commission on dams, [2], the improvement in operation and maintenance of existing
dams offer opportunities to address local (or) regional developments and to minimize the social
and environmental impacts. Over the past decades, many researchers have emphasized the optimal
operation of a multi-reservoir system for long-term planning [3,4], developing operating rules [5,6]
and real-time operations [7,8]. Nowadays, many existing reservoirs are threatened by a changing
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climate and by growing demands for freshwater and electricity and thus real-time operation plays
an important role in reservoir management to improve the performances of existing reservoirs using
real-time information such as water demand, rainfall, water level and flow measurement.
In general, optimization, simulation and combined optimization–simulation approaches have
been commonly applied to reservoir operation studies. Regarding the optimization techniques,
linear programming (LP) and dynamic programming (DP) are mostly used to find the optimal releases
of reservoirs [9–12]. Among them, LP is suitable for a linear optimization problem that consists
of a linear objective function subject to linear constraints. DP is more popular than LP because its
ability to deal with nonlinearity and stochastic features [13]. However, for a large-scale reservoir
system, DP suffers from dimensionality problem that is exponential growth of the states and control
variables when the number of reservoirs in the system is increased [14,15]. Although NLP can deal
with non–separable objective functions and nonlinear constraints, it is much more complicated and
takes time to solve the optimization process compared with the other methods [13]. In the past,
many studies have focused on improving the optimization techniques for the optimal operation of a
reservoir system [10,12,16,17]. On the other hand, simulation models have also been used to analyze
the performance of a reservoir system under alternative operating policies [18–20]. Hydrologic or
hydraulic routing method is commonly used to model a water system involving reservoirs, hydraulic
structures and channels. The most effective approach for solving reservoir operation problems is a
combination of optimization and simulation model [21–23] in which the control decisions are made
by optimizing the control objectives and a simulation model is used to estimate the response of the
system for certain control decisions. At present, various combinations of optimization–simulation
models are available for real-time operations of a reservoir system and the choice of a method depends
on the characteristic of a certain reservoir system, for example, number of reservoirs, types of objective
functions and constraints.
In recent years, an advanced real-time control method, the so-called Model Predictive Control
(MPC) has been widely applied in water resources management to solve various problems [24–27].
In fact, MPC is also promising for real-time operations of a reservoir system because it is based on an
optimization–simulation approach and is not limited for the various practical application in terms of
process model, objective function and constraints [22,28]. MPC differs from the available methods
such as a combined DP-LP approach [9], linear quadratic gaussian control [15] and simulation and
optimization modelling approach [23] because it anticipates the future system states by optimizing
the control objectives along a prediction horizon subject to the system constraints, however, only the
first control action is implemented to the system at every control step. Subsequently, the system
is updated with the new measurements and the optimization is repeated at each time step [29].
MPC is a model-based control technique that involves an internal model to predict the system states,
optimization of the control objectives along a prediction horizon subject to the system constraints and
the use of receding horizon principle [30]. Recently, increasing attention has been given to the use of
MPC in real-time reservoir operations for various purposes; for example, flood control [31,32], optimal
reservoir operation [8,33] and a combination of short and long-term reservoir management [34].
Delgoda et al. [31] proposed the adaptive multi MPC for flood control of a single reservoir,
in which inflow uncertainty was addressed using independent MPC controllers and Kalman filters.
Using the transport delay in the process model, it has the challenges to capture the dynamics of a
large-scale water system. Another way of dealing with forecast uncertainty in the MPC formulation
is to use ensemble forecast data to generate the disturbance scenarios or trees that allow to find the
adaptive control actions through forecast uncertainty [35–37]. Regarding multi-purpose consideration,
Galelli et al. [33] presented a deterministic MPC scheme for the optimal operation of the Marina
reservoir in Singapore that addressed the trade-offs between flood control, pump usage, and drinking
water supply. In addition, Raso et al. [34] proposed an infinite horizon MPC using input structuring
to reduce the computational complexity in the optimization process which enables to use MPC in
long-term optimal reservoir operation. Other developments, MPC combined with the ensemble
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forecasts for a single reservoir management, can be found in [35,38]. For a basin scale, Ficchì et al. [32]
applied MPC and tree-based MPC (TB-MPC) for flood operation of a four-reservoir system in the Seine
River basin (France) and compared the performance of MPC based on a perfect forecast, a deterministic
forecast and the ensemble forecast. Although TB-MPC is able to improve the performance of the
system, its computational time is 7 times larger than the deterministic MPC and could be increased
by adding new reservoirs. In order to reduce the computational time, Tian et al. [7] proposed a large
time step scheme to control a large-scale water system, in which a simplified internal model with the
large time step setting was used. This simplified model is based on the De Saint Venent equations
and has an ability to solve the control process in a reasonable time. Myo lin et al. [8] also applied
a simplified internal model to develop an efficient MPC scheme for the optimal operations of the
eleven reservoirs in the Sittaung river basin, Myanmar. Over the past decades, most of the studies
have focused on flood operation and how to deal with inflow uncertainty in the MPC formulation.
On the other hand, multi-reservoir operations may involve multiple conflicting objectives and thus it
is required to address the trade-offs between them concerning the decision-maker’s preferences.
The above MPC formulations employ either a weighted-sum or a constraint method to solve
the multi-objective control problems, using quadratic programming or nonlinear programming.
These classical methods transform a multi-objective optimization problem into a single-objective
optimization problem and aim to find one particular trade-off solution at a time. However, multiple
trade-off solutions, also known as the Pareto-optimal solutions that are better than all other solutions
in at least one objective, exist in solving a multi-objective optimization problem [39]. Thus, for the
classical methods, the repetitive optimization is required to find all possible optimal solutions that is
subjective to the decision-making in real time. In recent years, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
(MOEAs) are gaining significant attention for multi-objective optimization due to their ability to solve
nonconvex, nonlinear and discontinuous problems [40] and to discover the Pareto-optimal solutions
between the conflicting objectives as well. The genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the powerful MOEAs
that have been widely applied to water resources planning and management problems [41], such as
reservoir operations [42], optimal design of water distribution systems [43], optimization of ground
water monitoring systems [44], planning of a water supply system under deep uncertainty [45] and
inter-basin water transfers [46]. In the context of MPC, Núñez et al. [47] presented an MPC scheme to
solve a dynamic pickup and delivery problem, in which GA was used to find the trade-off solutions
between the two conflicting objectives, namely the user cost and the operator cost. Another MPC
formulation used GA to operate the hydraulic structures in real-time flood control of a river system [48].
Afterwards, Vermuyten et al. [49] addressed the computational burden of GA by using the reduced
genetic algorithm (RGA) in an MPC formulation in which RGA was used to optimize the gate levels
of hydraulic structures for real-time flood Control. This study showed that the convergence rate
of RGA was higher than the standard GA. However, a drawback is that the control solutions may
be changed by generating random gate level scenarios with same parameter settings in different
optimization runs. In addition, Tian et al. [50] presented the combination of multi-scenario MPC with
GA for operational water management and discussed how to select a solution for implementation
using the three performance matrices. A main concern of this method is how to efficiently choose a
single optimal solution from a Pareto-optimal set. Furthermore, reservoir operations need to address
the conflicting behavior of management objectives, consequences of the different decision criteria
and the decision-maker involvement in the decision-making process. Thus, a more efficient MPC
scheme is required for real-time operation of a water system that allows the decision-makers to
visually evaluate and adjust the future output of a process model online in accordance with the
different decision criteria. For this reason, this paper proposes a method, called multi-objective Model
Predictive Control (MOMPC), to operate multiple reservoirs in real time through an extended MPC
scheme that incorporates multi-objective optimization, multi-criteria decision-making and a receding
horizon principle.
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In the proposed MOMPC formulation, the De Saint Venant equations are used to capture the
dynamics of a reservoir system and the non-dominated sorting algorithm-II (NSGA-II) developed by
Deb et al. [51] is adopted to find the Pareto-optimal solutions for the conflicting objectives. As the
receding horizon principle is applied, an optimal control sequence is determined along a prediction
horizon at every control time step, however, only the first control action is implemented to the
system to move the next step [52]. Therefore, the implementation of NSGA-II in MPC formulation
requires a decision criterion to choose a preferred solution at every control step. For this task,
m ulti-criteria decision-making (MCDM) techniques are used to choose a preferred solution from a
set of Pareto-optimal solutions. Currently, a number of methods are available in the decision-making
field and an extensive review of its strengths and drawbacks can be found in [53]. This study employs
the three different decision methods to choose a solution from a Pareto-optimal set and discusses the
effect of each decision method on the management objectives. The main advantage of this approach is
that it is flexible to make a preferred decision through the visualization of multiple trade-off solutions
in real-time. In addition, it is less subjective to solve a multi-objective control problem compared to
the classical MPC formulation. To show its ability, the proposed method was applied to real-time
operation of a multi-reservoir system in the Sittaung river basin, Myanmar.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the proposed MOMPC framework
in detail. A case study is described in Section 3. Thereafter, in Section 4, the results are reported,
followed by the discussion in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are presented in the last section.
2. Methodology
The proposed MOMPC framework combines the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II), multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) and the receding horizon principle to operate a
multi-reservoir system in real-time. The structure diagram of the method is shown in Figure 1.
2.1. Internal Model or Reservoir System Model
In MOMPC formulation, a reservoir system model is required to predict the future water levels
and flows of the system over a prediction horizon as a result of predicted inflows and control flows.
Generally, the water levels and flows of a river system can be simulated by using the De Saint Venant
equations [54]. This model has been widely used as an internal model in MPC formulation to solve
various water management problems [7,55,56] and it can capture the basic dynamics of a water
system [57]. In this study, we employed a simplified internal model used in [8,58,59] to approximate
the water levels and flows of a reservoir system. The state space representation of a controlled reservoir
system can be generally described as follows:
x k+1 = Akx x k + Buk uk + Bdk dk

(1)

where the state vector x is composed of the water levels and flows of the system, the input vector u is
composed of the controlled releases of reservoirs, the disturbance vector d is composed of inflows into
the system and k denotes the discrete time step. A x , Bu and Bd are the matrices relating to the successor
state with the current state, input and disturbance, respectively, which can be derived from the
discretization of the De Saint Venant equations in time and space Xu [60]. In this study, the staggered
grids and implicit numerical integration method presented by Stelling and Duinmeijer [61] was
adopted to discretize the De Saint Venant equations because of its ability to deal with every Froude
number in the shallow water flows.
2.2. Multi-Objective Optimization
Most real-time operations of multi-reservoir systems involve multiple conflicting objectives,
such as irrigation, hydropower generation, flood control and recreation. The demands of these
objectives may compete with each other to meet their own management goals. A clear conflict exists
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between flood control and hydropower generation that flood prevention requires low reservoir water
level to create a storage space for large inflow, while high reservoir water level is required for the
maximization of hydropower production. During flood event, water supply shortage can be occurred
by restriction of reservoir release. In addition, water supply for irrigation, hydropower generation
and recreation are competitive each other due to limited storage of reservoir. Clearly, the tasks of
reservoir operators are challenging to seek the possible trade-offs between conflicting objectives.
The various techniques have been developed to address multi-objective optimization problems and
the choice of an optimization method depends on type of problems, available information and the
user’s preferences [62]. The commonly used methods are a priori methods such as utility function
method, lexicographic method and goal programming, and a posteriori methods such as evolutionary
algorithms and normal boundary intersection [62].

Figure 1. Flowchart of Multi-Objective Model Predictive Control.

2.2.1. Multi-Objective Optimization in the Classical MPC
In general, the classical MPC formulation uses a priori methods termed the weighted-sum method
to solve a multi-objective control problem as follows:
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N

N

k =1
N

k =1

∑ w1 J1 (uk ) + ...... + ∑ wm Jm (uk )

minJ (u) =
Jl (u) =

∑

(2)

f l ( x k , uk )

k =1
m

∑ wl = 1

l =1

k = 1, ..., N, l = 1, ..., m
subject to
x k+1 = Akx x k + Buk uk + Bdk dk
xi,min ≤ xi k ≤ xi,max
ui,min ≤ ui k ≤ ui,max
where J = objective function, wm = the weight of the mth objective, m = number of objective functions
and N = number of prediction steps. In this method, the weight corresponds to the relative important of
each objective and the changes in weight vectors will result the different optimal solutions. Without any
information of the weight vectors, this method is highly subjective to find an optimal solution.
Moreover, the weighted-sum method is not applicable to find all Pareto optimal solutions in a single
simulation run [39]. Thus, it is difficult to apply the weighted-sum approach to any problem, and an
MOMPC approach is discussed in the next section.
2.2.2. Multi-Objective Optimization in MOMPC
Instead of scalarizing multiple objectives to a single-objective in the classical MPC formulation,
MOMPC optimizes multiple objectives to find the Pareto-optimal solutions. In mathematical terms,
the reservoir operation problem can be generally expressed as:
min J (u) = { J1 (u), J2 (u), ..., Jm (u)}

(3)

subject to
Ga (u) ≤ 0,

a = 1, 2, ..., n I

Hb (u) = 0,

b = 1, 2, ..., n E

where n I is the number of inequality constraints and n E is the number of equality constraints. To solve
this optimization problem, MOMPC adopted the NSGA-II to find a Pareto-optimal solution set at
every control step. The NSGA-II proposed by Deb et al. [51] is a particular type of multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms that outperforms to find a diverse set of solutions and in converging nearer
to the true Pareto-optimal set compared to other MOEAs [51]. The first step of NSGA-II is to create
the initial populations. Then, parents are selected from the population using a binary tournament
selection based on the rank and the crowding distance. The selected parents generate the children using
mutation and crossover operators. The current parents and current children are sorted again based on
their ranks and the crowding distances and only the best individuals are selected. The optimization
is terminated based on the stopping criteria (see in Table 1), and the process is repeated to the next
time step. The flowchart of NSGA-II is shown in Figure 1. In this way, a Pareto-optimal set of reservoir
releases were determined using the NSGA-II at every control time step. As mentioned previously,
MOMPC uses the receding horizon principle, thus, it is required to choose a preferred solution from
a Pareto-optimal set at each time step. Therefore, the decision-making procedure is discussed in the
next section.
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2.3. Multi-Criteria Decision Making
Using the MOEA, a set of trade-off solutions can be found in solving an optimization problem with
conflicting objectives. Among these solutions, the choice of a preferred solution should be based on
qualitative considerations between them. For this task, MCDM technique is a useful tool for evaluating
the performance of each alternative solution through multiple criteria. In the decision-making
field, several MCDM techniques are available to choose a single preferred solution, for example,
weighted-sum developed by Fishburn, ELECTRE proposed by Bernard Roy, TOPSIS developed by
Hwang and Yoon and VIKOR developed by Opricovic [53]. The selection of an MCDM method
depends on the decision-maker’s preference in term with the ease of use, sensitivity and ability to deal
with uncertainty. In this study, the three MCDM methods were used to develop the eight decision rules
and their overall performances were discussed. Using the MOMPC, the decision-makers can visually
evaluate the performance of each decision rule and can make a choice based on their preferences.
After obtaining the non-dominated solutions from the previous step, feature scaling was used
to standardize the all objective costs into a range [0,1] in which 0 means the worst performance and
1 means the best performance for each objective. Suppose, we have m control objectives and s Pareto
solutions at each time step, which is normalized as follows:
Jl∗ (u j ) =

Minimization problem

Jl (u j ) − min( Jl (u j ))
l

max( Jl (u j )) − min( Jl (u j ))

Jl∗ (u j ) =

Maximization problem

Jl (u j ) − min( Jl (u j ))
l

max( Jl (u j )) − min( Jl (u j ))
l

l = {1, ..., m} ,

(4)

l

l

(5)

l

j = {1, ..., s}

After this step, the following decision-making methods were applied to select a desired alternative
from a Pareto front and it is actually implemented for the next time step.
2.3.1. Weighted-Sum Method
The weighted-sum method is often used for making decision among a number of alternatives,
where an appraisal score is calculated for each alternative solution by multiplying each standardized
objective cost by defined weight, followed by the summing up of the weighted scores for all objectives
as follows:
m

Sj =

∑ wl Jl∗ (u j )

(6)

l =1
m

∑ wl = 1

l =1

Then, an alternative solution that has the highest total score among all alternatives is selected for
implementation at each time step.
S = max(S j )
(7)
It should be noted that the weighted-sum method applied in Section 2.2.1 is a priori articulation
of preference information before optimizing the objective function. In the MOMPC, it is used to select
a solution after obtaining a set of Pareto-optimal solutions.
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2.3.2. Maximin Method
The maximin method aims to avoid the worst possible performance of each alternative
solution [63] and an alternative is selected as follows:


S = max min Jl∗ (u j )
(8)
j

l

2.3.3. Maxisum Method
The maxisum method focuses on best possible performance of each alternative solution [63] and
an alternative is selected as follows:
!
m

S = max
j

∑ Jl∗ (u j )

(9)

l =1

2.4. Performances of the System under Alternative Operating Rules
The performance indicators are used to access the possible performance of a reservoir system
under alternative operating policies. In this study, reliability of meeting target water levels of reservoirs
(or storage volume) was defined based on water level deviation ratio as follows:

Vy = 1 −

Dy
max( Dy )



× 100, (y = 1, ..., Dr )

(10)

where Vy = reliability of meeting target water levels of reservoirs (%), Dy = water level deviations of
reservoirs (m), y = index of the decision rule and Dr = number of decision rules. Similarly, reliability of
reducing flood risk at a downstream place is defined as follows:

Fy = 1 −

Ey
max( Ey )



× 100, (y = 1, ..., Dr )

(11)

where Fy = reliability of meeting flood control objective at a downstream place (%), Ey = exceeding
water depth above the danger level (m). For hydropower generation, reliability of meeting target
demand is defined as follows [64]:
h

i
Z −Z0
Py = 1 − y Zy y
× 100,

(y = 1, ..., Dr )

(12)

where Py = reliability of maximizing hydropower generation (%), Zy = hydropower demand (MWh),
Zy0 = generated hydropower (MWh).
3. Case Study: A Multi-Reservoir System in the Sittaung River Basin
The proposed MOMPC method has been tested on real-time operation of a multi-reservoir
system in the upper part of the Sittaung river system, Myanmar where a group of reservoirs has
been constructed primarily for irrigation, flood protection and hydropower generation (see Figure 2).
This water system is composed of 11 reservoirs and the readers are referred to Myo Lin et al. [8] for the
salient features of these reservoirs.
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Figure 2. Sittaung river basin (locations of reservoirs are represented with the red diamonds and a
flood control point (Taungoo city) is shown with a green dot.).

3.1. Control Objectives
During the dry season, the reservoirs are operated to satisfy two main control objectives, i.e.,
hydropower and irrigation demand. The reservoirs release water for hydropower generation first
and then the water is reused for irrigation through the diversion weirs. During the wet season,
the reservoirs need to store the water to meet the target storage volumes, while the reservoirs need to
release the water for hydropower generation. These objectives are conflicting to each other for meeting
their own management goals. Moreover, the releases need to be controlled to reduce the downstream
flood risk. Therefore, the reservoir operation is particularly challenging in the wet season compared to
the dry season. The following control objectives are considered in this study.
1.

The first objective (J1 ) is to maintain the target water levels of reservoirs (or desired storage
volume) for irrigation and hydropower generation in the dry season. Therefore, the deviations of
reservoirs water level from its reference level are minimized by:
Nr

minJ1 (u) =

11 N −1

N

∑ ∑ αh,i (hik −hrek f ,i )2 + ∑ ∑

α∆u,i (∆uik )2

(13)

i =1 k =1

i =1 k =1

∆uik = uik − uik−1
where hi = water level at reservoir i (m), hre f ,i = reference water level of reservoir i (m),
ui = controlled outflow at reservoir i (m3 /s), ∆ui = change of control flow at reservoir i (m3 /s),
αh,i = relative penalty on water level deviation for reservoir i, α∆u,i = relative penalty on the change
of conduit flow at reservoir i, and Nr = number of reservoirs (11 Nos.). The maximum allowed
value estimate (MAVE) [29] was used to define the penalties on the change of water level and
the conduit outflow. In this study, maximum allowed water level relative to reference level and
maximum allowed discharge relative to the conduit capacity were used as MAVE of that variable.
The penalties were defined to the reciprocal of the square of the MAVE of that variable.
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The second objective (J2 ) is to reduce the flood risk at the Taungoo city. A soft constraint [29]
is implemented to minimize the water level deviations above the safety water level at a flood
control station, which is defined as:
N

minJ2 (u) =

∑ αh,p (hkp − uk∗ )

2

N

+

k =1

(
uk∗

3.

=

hkp
h p,sl

∑ αu∗ (uk∗ )2

(14)

k =1

if hkp ≤ h p,sl
if hkp > h p,sl

where h p = water level at river reach p (m), u∗ = soft constraint [29] on water level at river reach
p (m) and h p,sl = safety water level at river reach p (m).
The last objective (J3 ) is to maximize electric energy production at the three reservoirs which is
defined as [65]:
Nr

maxJ3 (u) =

N

∑ ∑ ηi gγuik (hik − hktw,i ) × 10−6

(15)

i =1 k =1

where htw,i = tail water level at outlet structure i (m), ηi = turbine efficiency ranging from 0 to 1
(0.6), g = acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m2 /s), γ = density of water (1000 kg/m3 ), and Nr = 3.
This optimization problem can be written as:
min J (u) = { J1 (u), J2 (u), J3 (u)}

(16)

subject to
x k+1 = Akx x k + Buk uk + Bdk dk
ui,min ≤ uik ≤ ui,max
hi,min ≤ hik ≤ hi,max
As the control objectives are conflicting to each other, it is required to address the trade-offs
between conservation, hydropower generation and flood control. Using MOMPC, the decision-makers
can evaluate the possible trade-offs, outcomes of different decision rules and can then select a single
preferred solution.
3.2. Model Description
In this study, we employed the rainfall runoff and internal models developed by Myo Lin et al. [8] to
implement the MOMPC framework in the Sittaung river basin. In this model, the Sittaung catchment
was divided into 34 sub-catchments and their outflow was estimated using the Sacramento rainfall
runoff model. As described in Section 2.1, the river system was divided into 82 reaches, and a
one-dimensional De Saint Venant equations based internal model was used to estimate the water
levels and flows of the system. This simplified internal model was calibrated and validated using
the observed data in our previous study [8]. This reservoir system was also modelled by using the
SOBEK developed by Deltares [66] to represent as a real water system which was used as the system
replacement to update the water levels and flows of the simplified internal model.
3.3. Simulation Settings
Model simulation was conducted for 10 days using 30 min discrete time steps. The NSGA-II was
applied to optimize the cost function Equation (12) over a two days prediction horizon which proved
long enough to capture the dynamics of the water system [8]. The parameters of NSGA-II are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters of NSGA-II.
NSGA-II Parameters

Setting Value

Population size
Maximum number of generations in each run
Crossover rate
Mutation rate

200
1000
0.80
0.35
1. The average change in the spread of the Pareto
front over generation (=100) is less than or equal to
function tolerance (10−4 ).
2. The maximum number of generations is reached.

Stopping criteria

As the receding horizon control was applied, each model simulation used a decision rule, shown in
Table 2, to select a release decision at every time step for the whole simulation horizon. Three commonly
used MCDM methods were applied and compared their performances. For the weighted-sum method,
the weights were defined based on the relative importance of each objective and the sum of all weights
is equal to 1. The highest weight for each objective was used in DR 1, DR 2 and DR 3 to find out the
best possible performance of one objective without considering all other objectives. Different weight
combinations were also used to analyse the trade-off and priority of each objective. To support the
decision makers, model simulation was performed eight times to assess the overall performance of the
different decision criteria.
Table 2. Decision rules used in this study.
Decision Rule

Method

w

DR-1
DR-2
DR-3
DR-4
DR-5
DR-6
DR-7
DR-8

weighted-sum
weighted-sum
weighted-sum
weighted-sum
weighted-sum
weighted-sum
maximin
maxisum

[1,0,0]
[0,1,0]
[0,0,1]
[0.6,0.2,0.2]
[0.2,0.6,0.2]
[0.2,0.2,0.6]
-

4. Results
The proposed MOMPC scheme was applied to the Sittaung reservoir system for real-time
operation of a multi-reservoir system involving the three control objectives. Model simulation was
conducted for 10 days (simulation horizon) using 30 min discrete time steps. For the Sittaung catchment,
the travel time of the water flow from its origin to the outlet takes 41 h for the average flow condition.
In this study, as two days prediction horizon was used, it was able to capture the dynamics of water
system for the MOMPC formulation. Model was run on 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor 8G RAM
computer and the average computation time was 100 s in each time step. This efficiency allows us to
update the reservoir operation policy in real-time.
4.1. Pareto Fronts and Trade-Offs
Multi-objective optimization with NSGA-II generates a set of non-dominated solutions in a single
simulation run which is beneficial for the decision-makers to make a release decision based on their
preferences. In every control time step, a Pareto optimal solution set was obtained and a solution
was selected for implementation to the system. According to the results, the different competitions
occurred among the control objectives in a prediction horizon of two days. Figure 3a–d shows an
example of the obtained Pareto front for a particular time step and illustrates the trade-offs using the
eight different decision rules. Figure 3a shows that a clear conflict between minimization of reservoir
storage deviation (J1 ) and the prevention of flooding (J2 ). The best performance in terms of J1 is
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obtained by DR-1, while the lowest performance can be achieved in terms of J2 . A weak conflict
exists between J1 and J3 (Figure 3b) because minimization of storage deviation needs to release the
water, which is available for hydropower production. Results also show a clear trade-off between J2
and J3 (Figure 3c), where DR-3 can achieve the highest performance in terms of J3 , while the lowest
performance is obtained in terms of J2 . Figure 3d reports the projection of non-dominated solutions
in the three dimensional plot using different colours. The green, blue and red colours represent the
performance of each solution in terms of J1 , J2 and J3 , respectively. The circle’s size further indicate
increasing preference in terms of the three objectives. A colour combination, for instance, cyan, implies
that a solution has a good performance in both of objective J1 (in green) and objective J2 (in blue).
Similarly, a solution has a good performance in terms of objective J1 (in green) and objective J3 (in red);
the colour is shown in yellow. In the same way, a solution has a good performance in both of objective
J2 (in blue) and objective J3 (in red); the colour is shown in magenta. The highest performance in terms
of J2 is shown in the colour blue under DR-2 (see Figure 3d). DR-3 is shown with the yellow colour in
Figure 3d which has the high performance in terms of J3 and J1 as well. The large circles with light
colour (e.g., DR-4, DR-7 and DR-8 in Figure 3d) represent that these solutions have good performances
in terms of all objectives.

Figure 3. (a–c) Two dimensional Pareto front and selected solutions using different decision criteria,
(d) Three dimensional Pareto front and selected solutions using different decision criteria (The objective
costs are normalized and the black arrows indicate the direction of increasing preference of each
objective.The circle’s size and colour indicate performance of each alternative in terms of all objective).
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Figure 4a–d shows the obtained Pareto front for another time step. There is a weak conflict
between J1 and J2 (Figure 4a), however, a clear conflict exists between J1 and J3 (Figure 4b). This means
that the maximization of hydropower generation causes large deviations in the reservoir storages.
Figure 4c shows that DR-2 has a negative impact on hydropower generation. Two dimensional (2D)
plots in Figure 4a–c is the projection of 3D plot shown a Pareto front for two objectives. However, it is
not easy to evaluate the performance of each alternative for all objectives. To clarify that, Figure 4d
represents the performance of each alternative in terms of the three objectives. DR-1 has the high
performance in terms of J1 and J2 , while a low performance is obtained in terms of J3 (Figure 4d).
DR-2 has the worst performance in terms of J3 and DR-3 has the worst performance in terms of J1 .
DR-5, 7 and 8 have the better performances in terms of the three objectives compared to all other
solutions. In this way, the decision-makers can participate to visually evaluate the trade-off solutions
between multiple conflicting objectives.

Figure 4. (a–c) Two dimensional Pareto front and selected solutions using different decision criteria,
(d) Three dimensional Pareto front and selected solutions using different decision criteria (The objective
costs are normalized and the black arrows indicate the direction of increasing preference of each
objective. The circle’s size and colour indicate performance of each alternative in terms of all objective).
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4.2. Performance of the System
An example of water level control at the reservoirs is shown in Figure 5a–d. DR-1 focuses to
control the water levels of reservoir to meet the desired storage capacities. For this operational goal,
MOMPC manipulates the outflows of reservoirs to keep the reservoir water levels as close to the
reference water levels as possible. In case, inflow exceeds the maximum conduit capacity, a large
deviation occurs between the reservoir water level and target water level (Figure 5d). As the eight
decision rules are applied in this study, the water levels of reservoirs under the different operating
rules are shown in the Supplementary Materials.

Figure 5. (a–d) Inflows, outflows and water levels of reservoirs 1 (a), 4 (b), 8 (c) and 9 (d) under DR-1.

In Figure 6, the water levels at a downstream control point exceeded above the danger level using
the different decision rules except DR-2. However, the exceeding water depth and total exceeding time
above the danger level vary under each decision rule. Using DR-2, the second objective was focused
and reservoir releases were restricted to meet flood control gold. The maximum exceeding water depth
can be achieved by using DR-3 and 6 (0.5 m) and the exceeding time above the danger level can last
around 7 days compared to the results of the other decision rules.
Figure 7a–c shows the total generated hydropower under DR-1, 2 and 3 respectively.
DR-2 generates less energy compared to the other rules that it mainly focuses to meet the flood
control objective (Figure 7b). DR-3 aims to maximize the energy production that can make the other
objective worse off (see Figure 6 and Figure S2 in the Supplementary Materials).
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Figure 6. Water level at the downstream control point.

Figure 7. (a–c) Total generated hydropower under DR 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c).

4.3. Overall Performance
The parallel line visualization in Figure 8 helps the decision makers to clarify the differences
between the eight decision rules. The overall performance of each decision rule is presented as a line
crossing the vertical axes at the objective values of their corresponding performance. The objective
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values are shown with their minimum and maximum values and the axes are oriented so that the
direction of preference is all downward. Compared to other decision rules, DR-1 has the lowest
deviation to the target water levels in the reservoirs. DR-2 achieves the highest performance in
flood control, while it has the lowest hydropower production. DR-3 has the highest performance in
hydropower production, but has the lowest performance in water level deviation and flood control.
DR-4, 5, and 6 clearly show that a high performance could be achieved by applying more weight to
a particular objective. DR 7 and 8 show a similar performance in water level deviation and flood
control, however, they lead to a small difference in hydropower production. In this way, the overall
performance of each decision rule is presented to the decision-makers who can make a choice of a
decision-making method based on their preferences.

Figure 8. Parallel line plot for the eight decision rules(Each line represents the overall performance of
the three objectives with respect to a particular decision rule and the black arrows indicate the direction
of good preference.).

4.4. Comparison of Results
Table 3 compares the results of the eight decision rules. Among them, DR-1, 2 and 4 have the
overall performance greater than 70% compared to other decision rules. The results show that the
improvement of storage reliability can certainly increase the flood risk, while a deficit occurs in
hydropower production. On the other hand, flood risk could be eliminated by allowing deficits in
storage volume and power generation. Similarly, reliability of meeting hydropower demand can
be improved while degrading the performances of other objectives. The results provide a range of
alternatives and help to realize the conflicting behavior in a reservoir system operation.
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Table 3. Performances of the system under alternative operating rules.
Decision
Rule
(Weight)
DR-1
(1,0,0)
DR-2
(0,1,0)
DR-3
(0,0,1)
DR-4
(0.6.0.2.0.2)
DR-5
(0.2,0.6.0.2)
DR-6
(0.2,0.2,0.6)
DR-7
DR-8

Indicator

Overall
Performance
(Average)

Reliability of Meeting
Storage Capacity
V (%)

Reliability of Meeting
Flood Control
E (%)

Reliability of Maximizing
Hydropower Generation
P (%)

93

54

74

74

50

100

68

73

0

0

100

33

92

50

74

72

67

60

82

69

25

9

97

44

62
62

22
23

85
82

56
56

5. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the use of NSGA-II in MPC formulation, the selection of MCDM
methods and the limitations of the proposed method.
5.1. The Use of GA in MPC Formulation
The main advantages of the MOMPC compared to the classical MPC are the ability to
find the real-time Pareto optimal solutions and to make the preferred decision using one of the
available MCDM methods. This creates more flexibility to solve multi-objective control problems.
As mentioned in Section 1, other advantages of this approach are that NSGA-II can deal with non-linear,
non-differentiable and non-continuous optimization problems.
5.2. Selection of a Decision-Making Method
Generally, a multi-objective optimization problem may have a number of alternative solutions.
For making a decision, MCDM supports the decision-makers to choose the best alternative from a
set of possible alternatives. In this study, we used the three MCDM methods to test our MOMPC
approach. For the weighted-sum method, the weights are defined to reflect the relative importance of
each objective. It is difficult to identify the relative weights when many stakeholders involve in the
decision-making process. In this study, we did not emphasize to find the best weight combinations,
but the different weight combinations were used to identify the trade-offs among the conflicting
objectives. maximin and maxisum decision rules are also applicable to make a decision, however,
the decision-maker’s preference lead for the selection of a MCDM method. For this purpose, the other
decision-making methods, for example, TOPSIS, VIKOR and ELECTRE, could be applied in the
MOMPC approach.
5.3. Limitations of the Method
The main drawback of MOMPC method is the computational efficiency compared to the classical
MPC. The computational time required to find a solution was 100 s per optimization iteration using
NSGA-II with 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor 8G RAM computer compared to 6 s for the case using
the interior point method with the same computer. Although the computational time of MOMPC is
greater than the classical MPC, it is still applicable to use for real-time reservoir operation. However,
further investigation is needed for more complex applications. In this study, we emphasize to solve a
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multi-objective control problem in a multi-reservoir system using the deterministic inflow forecasts.
This can deteriorate the MPC performance in real world implementation. Nevertheless, note that this
issue is beyond the scope of the current study. there are also specific methods to deal with uncertainty
such as stochastic MPC [25,50], which could be applied to mitigate this issue.
6. Conclusions
A methodology combining MPC with GA was proposed for real-time operation of a
multi-reservoir system. It has been demonstrated through the application to the Sittaung river basin
that this approach is able to find the compromise solution for a multi-objective control problem.
Another advantage is that the decision-makers can visually evaluate the trade-off solutions and the
effects of different decision rules during model simulation. Moreover, this study presented the use of
the weighted-sum, the maximin and the maxisum methods for the decision-making process. In this
way, a parallel line plot can be built to support the decision-makers in the assessment of the overall
system performance using the different MCDM methods. Thus, the decision-maker’s preference
becomes explicit in the selection of a MCDM method. To illustrate our approach, three operational
objectives are considered in the Sittaung reservoir system but many objectives may involve in other
cases. Therefore, further testing and verification of the proposed methodology in other problems is still
necessary. In addition, future research could use the ensemble forecast in MOMPC formulation [36,67]
to address the inflow uncertainty.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/12/7/1898/s1,
Internal model, Figure S1: Inflows to reservoirs, Figure S2: Reservoir water level under each decision rule.
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